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Chapter 1241: Five elements heavy prison peak! 

 

Two days passed in a flash. 

During these two days, ye chen remained in the Jade Lake sacred ground. He was not in a hurry to go to 

Tang Wu mountain. Instead, he spent most of his time with his daughter. 

At the same time, he went to the octagonal building to try to find out the identity of the master of the 

octagonal building, elder pan. However, he found nothing. It was as if this person was a master of 

formations in this world. 

On the other hand, the public’s interest in him had not subsided. Instead, it had become more and more 

intense. After all, ye chen had killed the Jade Lake Holy Lord and forced a peerless sect in the Jade Lake 

Holy Land to disband. This was shocking enough. 

Moreover, the fact that the leader of the great Yin Empire, di xuangang, had challenged ye chen to a 

battle three days later could be said to be the most Grand occasion in the ancient barren world for the 

past thousand years. 

For a moment, ye chen was in the limelight. 

Countless forces tried to find out his identity, background, and even origin. However, everyone found 

out that ye chen had appeared out of nowhere. The only useful information was that ye Chen’s first 

appearance was in a great dynasty in the Northern Territory. 

This made the outside world even more curious about ye chen. 

Some people said that ye chen was a Prince nurtured by a hidden ancient realm that had not appeared 

for a long time. He had gone out to experience the world of mortals and temper his Dao heart. 

Some people also said that ye chen was the reincarnation of some ancient Almighty. Otherwise, he 

would not have stepped into the emperor’s throne realm at such a young age. 

There were many different opinions. No matter what, ye chen had once become one of the most 

popular figures in the ancient barren world. He was known to be able to surpass the great Yin’s 

Sovereign Lord and the great Xia Emperor within a thousand years. 

As a result, countless young men knelt down at the foot of the Jade Lake sacred land every day, begging 

ye chen to be their master. 

There were also masters of fallen forces who brought valuable gifts and begged to meet ye chen to 

obtain his protection. Many major sects also expressed their goodwill to ye chen. 

After this incident, the HU clan of the Xuan state also became famous. After the head of the HU clan, Hu 

Baimei, returned to the clan, she immediately appointed Hu Fei as the next head of the HU clan. The 

only nine revolution martial Saint of the HU clan, the ancestor, even taught Hu Fei everything he had 

learned in his life. 



To the surprise of the HU family, Hu Fei refused without hesitation and chose to follow ye chen, serving 

tea and water without complaint. 

…… 

Just as the eyes of the outside world were fixed on ye chen, in the Jade God Valley of the Jade Lake Holy 

Land ... 

Ye chen sat cross-legged in the quiet room. 

In front of him was a mountain of spirit stones, and beside him was an alchemy furnace engraved with 

runes. The alchemy furnace was directly connected to the fire of the earth lung, and endless essence fire 

surged. 

“No wonder they’re a peerless sect in the ancient barren world. Their heritage is incomparable to earth 

‘s. Even in the cultivation world, they’re comparable to some small sects!” 

Ye chen touched his chin and quietly observed everything. A smile bloomed on his face.”There are more 

than 80000 lower spiritual stones in total. Adding on the ones I’ve saved up, it’s about 120000.” 

“This amount might be a lot for me before the spirit formation stage, but after I entered the spirit 

formation stage, the acceleration of the realm can’t be achieved just by replenishing spiritual energy.” 

He thought to himself,”the soul formation stage is different from the original infant stage. It’s more 

about strengthening the soul. If the soul is strong enough, the spells and mantras that are cast will 

naturally be powerful enough.” 

“Furthermore, even if I absorb these spirit stones, I won’t be able to recover to the mid divine 

transformation realm. It’s better to keep them for now and help my daughter Polish her Dao Foundation 

in the future so that she can step onto the path of cultivation.” 

Thinking of this, ye Chen’s mind changed.”If I want to improve my strength faster, I might be able to 

consider working on my Dharma Treasures and divine powers ...” 

“Chi ...” 

As the void trembled, a Black Mountain the size of his palm appeared in his palm. 

It was the five elements divine essencefused mountain! 

“When I was in the cultivation world, I saw with my own eyes that a Mahayana patriarchs refined a 

primordial magnet mountain into a treasure. With a wave of his hand, he suppressed a sect ...” Ye 

Chen’s eyes flickered. 

“I can do the same now. After all, even after I reached the early divine transformation stage, I still have 

an immortal soul Stage magic treasure.” 

“Even though the night Demon Armor and the Emperor brush were treasures from my previous life, I’ve 

suffered great losses after that battle and can’t recover for the time being.“ 



“As for divine powers, the Zhen Wu Da Dao sect in the immortal world has a monstrous fist technique 

called the six paths of reincarnation fist. At its peak, it can reverse the six paths of reincarnation and 

break through ten thousand worlds with one punch ...” 

With this in mind, ye chen immediately mobilized the true origin in his body and reached out to Pat the 

huge alchemy furnace in front of him. He threw the smithing materials that he had prepared earlier into 

the surging earth lung fire essence. 

As the temperature in the quiet room rose, an aura that caused one’s heart to palpitate in the depths of 

their soul gradually spread out. 

…… 

After three days of preparation, the incident of di xuangang and ye Chen’s battle at Tang Wu mountain 

had finally reached a climax. 

This world-shaking battle had finally arrived. 

In an instant, the entire ancient barren world was stirred. Countless great sects and families gathered at 

the Tang Wu mountain. They did not want to miss the battle. 

On the morning of the third day, the tightly shut stone door of the quiet room finally opened. Xiao hei 

and Jiu Ming Ming, who had been waiting outside for a long time, immediately came to welcome him. 

“Master, how is it?” 

Little black said while carrying the Mengmeng little fellow. 

Even Jiu mingmo could not help but look at ye chen nervously. With the death of the Jade lake’s Holy 

Lord, it could be said that it was completely loyal to ye chen. Therefore, it was also a little worried about 

ye Chen’s upcoming battle with di xuangang. 

“Success!” 

Ye chen chuckled and slowly spread out his right hand. A mountain peak with a chaotic color appeared 

in his palm. 

The mountain was no longer as dark as the five elements essencefused mountain. After ye Chen’s 

refinement, its power was even greater than before. 

Ye chen had called it the five elements heavy prison peak! 

Under the little guy’s expectant gaze, ye chen waved his sleeve and a black shadow landed in front of 

everyone. 

The black shadow looked like a human-ape puppet that was less than a meter in size. Its entire body 

emitted a thick luster, and a strong murderous aura faintly seeped out. 

The little fellow struggled out of Blackie’s arms and sized up the golem.””Dad, What’s this?” 

Even Blackie and Jiu Ming Yu were puzzled. 



Ye chen smiled. He held the little guy’s hand and gently cut it. A drop of blood immediately fell between 

the golem’s eyebrows. 

“Boom ...” 

The ape-like mechanical puppet suddenly exploded with a monstrous aura and knelt heavily in front of 

ye chen. 

Ye chen smiled.”This is a mechanical puppet. I made it for you. It can protect you when you need it ...” 

He had made this Golem after the ancient ape demon. Due to the limited materials, its combat strength 

was only equivalent to a fifth revolution martial Saint. 

However, it was enough to protect the little fellow. If it self-destructed at a critical moment, even a nine 

revolution martial Saint would be seriously injured. 

Upon hearing this, Jiu Ming Yao looked at ye chen with even more respect.””A Golem comparable to a 

fifth revolution martial Saint. This is heaven-defying ...” 

“Let’s go. It’s time to teach this so-called di xuanchen a lesson!“ 

At this moment, ye Chen’s eyes were shining with divine light. His body exuded a monstrous aura that 

looked down on the ancient barren world and dominated it. 

Chapter 1242: Mo Hongxiu of the mo family! 

 

Tang Wushan! 

This mountain was located in the eastern border of the central Prefecture, within the territory of the 

great Yin Empire. It was known as the Emperor mountain by all the people of the great Yin Empire. 

It was rumored that thousands of years ago, the Sovereign Lord of great Yin, di xuangang, had 

comprehended the heaven and earth on this mountain and attained the emperor’s throne realm. After 

so many years, countless people regarded this mountain as their faith and would rush to the 

mountainside to offer incense and pray for blessings every year. 

On the road to the eastern realm, a giant black ape that was 100 feet tall leaped between the mountains 

and crossed rivers as if it was walking on flat ground. 

This scene was witnessed by countless people on the road, and they thought that a ferocious beast had 

appeared. They were so frightened that their faces turned pale and they retreated. 

On the back of the giant black ape, there was an open space of about fifty square meters covered with 

straw mats. Ye chen and the others were sitting there. 

“Dad, this monster is so magical!” 

The Mengmeng little fellow clung to the guardrail and stared at the giant black ape, who was running as 

if it were flying, with wide eyes. 



She couldn’t understand it. The monster that her father had created was obviously lifeless, but it could 

change in size. 

Even Blackie and jiuchi Luan were shocked speechless by ye Chen’s methods. It was clearly a puppet, a 

non-living thing, but it was like a real giant ape. 

Ye chen patiently explained. Since ancient times, the earth had such mechanisms. For example, Lu Ban 

had given birth to stone mills, siege ladders, ink douses, and other things that influenced the future. 

In the cultivation world, there was no lack of people who studied these strange Arts, so mechanical 

puppets were born. As long as they were embedded with spirit stones, they would have enough energy 

to move. 

“Master, with the speed of this Golem, we’ll reach the Tang Wu mountain in less than two hours ...” Jiu 

Luan praised. 

Ye chen nodded slightly. Just as he was about to speak, he heard a crisp voice coming from the 

distance.”Senior brother from the Gongshu family, please wait!” 

When ye chen heard this, he looked in the direction of her gaze and saw that in the vast sea thousands 

of feet to the South, there was a flying ship that had sunk into the sea. Three men and a woman were 

still hovering in the void. 

The woman in red was waving at him repeatedly, as if asking for help. Ye chen ignored her and 

continued to urge the black giant ape forward! 

Seeing this, the woman in red stomped her foot in anger. A young Man in Black behind her 

sneered,””Junior Sister, that person is so arrogant, he actually ignored us ...” 

As soon as he finished speaking, his entire body was filled with energy and he rushed toward ye Chen’s 

group. Unfortunately, he stood in front of them. 

Ye chen stopped the giant black ape and looked at it coldly. Little black and Jiu Luan’s gazes also became 

hostile. 

“Brother, my Junior Sister asked you to wait. Didn’t you hear her?” the young man in Black said in an 

overbearing manner. 

“What do you mean?” Blackie looked at ye chen as if asking for his opinion on whether to kill him or 

teach him a lesson. 

“Senior brother mo Rong, don’t mess around!” 

At this moment, the red-clad woman caught up with the two of them. The former glared at the black-

clad young man in a bad mood. 

She then cupped her fists at ye chen and said very politely,””Hello, senior brothers of the Gongshu 

family. I’m mo Hongxiu of the mo family, and I apologize to senior brother mo Rong.“ 

Her words and actions were very polite, which made ye Chen’s tightly furrowed brows slowly 

relax.”Why have you stopped me?” 



“Senior brother, we were planning to go to Tang Wu mountain in the East, but the flying boat we were 

on fell into the water ...” 

Mo Hongxiu glanced at the giant black ape and said with a slightly hot face,””So, can I ride on your 

puppet for a while ...” 

After saying that, she looked at ye chen with anticipation. 

“You’re going to Tang Wu mountain too?”ye chen asked, surprised. 

“Senior brother, are you going to the Tang Wu mountain too? That’s great. ” 

Mo Hongxiu was stunned at first, but then she said happily,””Senior brother, on account that we are 

both from Jixia learning Palace, please help us.” 

Ye chen wanted to refuse but when he heard the words ‘Jixia learning Palace’, he subconsciously 

asked,””What’s ning Haoran’s relationship with you?” 

Ning Haoran was Grand Preceptor ning. When ye chen was in the Dali dynasty at the heaven wind sea 

region, Grand Preceptor ning had helped him a lot. 

After that, ye chen learned that Grand Preceptor ning had broken up with Shang wudao and left the Li 

Dynasty to return to Jixia Academy in Zhong province. 

Without waiting for mo Hongxiu to speak, mo Rong, who was standing beside her, immediately became 

furious,””Impudent, you dare to call mountain chieftain ning by his full name?” 

This time, it was mo Hongxiu’s turn to look at him in surprise.””Senior brother is also from Jixia learning 

Palace. Don’t you know that mountain chieftain ning is the Vice mountain chieftain of the school of 

legalism?” 

“Who told you that I’m from Jixia learning Palace?” Ye chen shook his head and smiled.”Besides, I’m not 

from the Gongshu family.” 

“That’s impossible, right?” 

Mo Hongxiu’s eyes widened as she sized up the black ape.””In the entire ancient barren world, only the 

Gongshu family and the people from the Jixia Academy’s Engineering Department can create such an 

exquisite Golem.” 

At this point, she saw that ye Chen’s expression did not seem to be fake. She suddenly felt embarrassed 

and said,””Then I must have mistaken you for someone else. I’m sorry ...” 

After saying that, she turned to leave. 

“Wait!” Ye chen stopped her and shook his head.”Forget it. For ning Haoran’s sake, I’ll give you a ride!” 

“That’s great, thank you!” 

Mo Hongxiu was overjoyed. Then, she led the three people behind her onto the black puppet. 

…… 



The black ape continued to advance. 

Mo Hongxiu introduced them to the crowd. Ye chen then learned that the three people behind her were 

mo Rong, mo Nan, and Mo Ming. The four of them were from the mo clan Academy of Jixia Academy in 

the Central Plains. 

However, compared to mo Hongxiu’s politeness, mo Rong and the other two were rather proud when 

they faced ye chen and the others. It was as if they were proud that they were from Jixia learning Palace. 

After mo Hongxiu’s introduction, she looked up at ye chen and the others.”Senior brother, I still don’t 

know your names.” 

“You can call me senior brother ye,” ye chen said with a smile. 

On the other hand, little black and nine puppets were not interested in the four people. 

It was especially so for the nine suanni. It could be said that it was disdainful. With its status, even some 

mountain chieftains in Jixia learning Palace had to address it as a junior. The only person worthy of its 

respect was the elder of the learning Palace. 

Mo Hongxiu did not care about little black and little White’s disregard. Perhaps it was her first time out 

here, so she began to chat with ye chen without much thought. 

Beside her, mo Rong glanced coldly at ye Chen’s group of four. Then, he exchanged glances with mo Nan 

and the other two beside him, as if he did not like the disregard from Blackie and the others. 

“Master, this little girl’s background isn’t simple. If I’m not wrong, she should be the daughter of the 

mountain Lord of Jixia learning Palace’s school of Mohism,” 

Jiu Ming Ming secretly transmitted a message to ye chen and added at the end,””The position of 

mountain chieftain of the mo Academy has always been held by the head of the mo family.” 

“So what?” Ye chen did not care. 

“No!” 

“You can ignore the head of the mo family, but there’s one person that you must take seriously!” Jiu 

Luan said in a deep voice. 

Chapter 1243: the mysterious senior of the Academy! 

 

“Who is it?” Ye chen was surprised. 

The Holy Lord of the Jade Lake, Feng Baiyu, and the Sovereign Lord of great Yin, di xuangang, were 

considered the pinnacle figures of the ancient barren world, but they were still not worthy of his 

attention. He couldn’t figure out who else was worthy of his fear. 

“He’s the head of Jixia Learning Academy, libation of Xuanji Learning Academy!” 

Jiu Luan took a deep breath and transmitted a message word by word,””Jixia Academy’s position in the 

ancient barren world is Supreme. Although it’s only a place where scholars gather, it can influence the 



overall situation of the world. Whether it’s the great Yin or the great Qi Empire, there are officials from 

Jixia Academy in all of the great powers.” 

Ye chen nodded slightly. 

He had long known that the Jixia learning Palace of the ancient barren world was suspected to be from 

the early Qin Dynasty on earth. 

Mo Hongxiu had mentioned that there were schools of Mohism, school of legalism, and even school of 

technical skills in Jixia learning Palace. All of these verified the history of the Hundred Schools of Thought 

from the pre-Qin period. 

“He’s the head of the Academy,” Jiu Mingyu said, seemingly in awe.”He’s known as the teacher of all 

scholars in the ancient barren world. Even the Holy Lord of Jade Lake, Feng Baiyu, and the sovereign of 

great Yin, di xuangang, have to show him some respect!” 

“He’s very strong?” 

“Stronger than the Holy Lord of the Jade Lake?” ye chen frowned. 

“I’m not sure!” 

“No one has seen him fight,” Jiu Ming said in a deep voice.”Some people say that he is just a scholar 

with no cultivation.” 

At this point, it couldn’t help but sneer,””But I’ve heard that there was once a peerless sect that was 

even stronger than the Jade Lake sacred ground, but it was wiped out overnight because it didn’t 

respect Jixia’s Academy.” 

He took a deep breath and said,’there were three Emperor’s throne realm experts in this great sect ...’ 

Ye chen was moved by these words. 

However, he laughed. He had nothing to do with Jixia learning Palace, so why would he care? if he had 

to fight with that mysterious senior of the learning Palace, he had nothing to fear. 

The voice transmission between the two of them was almost silent, and even mo Hongxiu and the other 

three did not notice it at all. 

“By the way, martial brother ye, why are you going to Tang Wu mountain?” 

Mo Hongxiu’s beautiful eyes widened and she looked at ye chen curiously.””Are you also going to watch 

the battle between di xuangang and ye chen?” 

“You guys too?” ye chen asked. 

“Yup!” 

Mo Hongxiu seemed to have opened her mouth.””I’ve been locked up in the Academy by my father, and 

I’m almost sick from holding it in. This time, I heard that there’s an Emperor’s throne realm battle, so I 

brought senior brother mo Rong and the others out for a walk ...” 

“Cough, cough, cough ...” 



Mo Rong coughed and interrupted her. Then, he looked at ye chen meaningfully.”Junior Sister Hongxiu, 

don’t forget what eldest senior brother said before he left. You can’t know what a person’s heart is like 

...” 

Mo Hongxiu knew that she had said something wrong, so she stuck out her tongue playfully and stopped 

talking about the previous topic. 

Ye chen smiled slightly. He could vaguely guess that this inexperienced girl had probably snuck out 

behind the adults ‘back. 

The world passed by silently. Just as everyone was about to reach the East realm, mo Hongxiu could not 

help but say again,””Senior brother ye, who do you think will win this time?” 

“Junior Sister, what’s the point of asking them?” 

Mo Rong couldn’t help but laugh.”I’m afraid they haven’t even seen an Emperor’s throne realm expert 

before. How would they know how terrifying an Emperor’s throne realm expert is?” 

“Not bad!” 

Mo Ming looked at ye chen with disdain and said proudly,””My previous senior brother is now an official 

in the great Yin imperial court. According to him, the Imperial Lord of great Yin is mighty and has a royal 

aura like a dragon. He’s a rare mighty Lord and unfathomable ...” 

At this point, he couldn’t help but shake his head.””Therefore, in my opinion, that Emperor’s throne 

realm surnamed ye will definitely lose in this battle!” 

“What are you saying?” 

Blackie immediately stood up and looked at him coldly.””Do you dare to repeat what you just said?” 

Jiu Mingyu was stunned at first, but then he looked at mo Ming with a teasing look. His eyes were filled 

with a faint smile. 

In the entire ancient barren world, only this little guy dared to say that he would lose in front of the 

person in question. 

Blackie’s fierce gaze immediately scared mo Ming. The latter’s expression changed and he snorted 

coldly,””I’m just talking about the emperor’s throne realm expert surnamed ye. What are you so excited 

about?” 

Blackie stared at him with a cold gaze. 

“Sit down!” 

Ye chen glanced at him and then smiled at mo Ming.””Continue, I also want to hear your wise opinion!” 

After Blackie sat down, mo Ming said unhappily,””I didn’t say anything wrong. Don’t forget that the 

Sovereign Lord of great Yin is a famous Emperor’s throne realm expert, while that ye guy has only just 

emerged.“ 

“Mo Ming, I don’t agree with what you’re saying.” 



Mo Hongxiu pouted.”If we’re talking about age, the Jade Lake Saint Lord is older than the great Yin’s 

Sovereign Lord. Didn’t he still die at the hands of Sovereign Lord ye?” 

“Junior Sister Hongxiu, you don’t know this, but even though the Jade Lake Saint Lord Feng Baiyu is older 

than the great Yin’s Sovereign Lord, an Emperor’s throne realm expert only has a lifespan of 5000 

years.” 

Mo Nan, who had not spoken, shook his head.”It is said that the Holy Lord of the Jade Lake is reaching 

the end of his life. His blood essence has dried up. His strength must have declined. It is reasonable that 

Imperial Lord ye could kill him ...” 

He paused for a moment and continued,”the great Yin’s Sovereign Lord is at the peak of his power, and 

he has at least 1000 years left to live. He’s not someone the Jade lake’s Holy master can compare to.” 

Mo Hongxiu could not refute his words. 

Seeing that the two of them agreed with his opinion, mo Rong could not help but say in a rather pleased 

tone,””That’s why I’m certain that ye will lose. Maybe he’s too young and doesn’t know the immensity 

of the heavens and earth.” 

Little Black’s eyes were burning with anger but because ye chen did not allow it, it could only suppress 

its emotions. 

Ye chen smiled without saying a word. With his magnanimity, he would not stoop to their level. On the 

contrary, he found it rather interesting. 

An hour later, the giant black ape finally brought the group to the vicinity of Xuanji and Tangwu 

mountain in the Eastern Region of the Central Plains. 

Tens of thousands of miles away, a huge purple gourd was running in the thick clouds. The huge gourd 

was thousands of feet wide, and wherever it passed, the clouds were scattered in two. 

“Old man, faster, faster!” 

“If you delay my time to cheer for son-in-law, you’ll have to be prepared to receive my punishment.” 

On the giant purple streamer, a beautiful young lady in a divine robe and bathed in precious light urged 

him with all her might. Her beautiful eyes were filled with impatience. 

“My dear lady, I’m already very fast!” 

The one who responded to her was a barefooted old man. At this moment, the barefooted old man’s 

face was filled with a look of not knowing whether to laugh or cry. 

He was the great ancestor of the Hall of Light, a Supreme figure who stood at the peak of the ancient 

barren world. He didn’t expect that he would be doing free labor for a little girl. 

However, when he thought of this girl’s terrifying talent, he could not help but smile. 

“I don’t care, I’ll give you an hour. If you can’t make it in an hour, you can kill yourself!“ 

The girl snorted. 



“Ah, alright ...” 

The barefooted old man took a deep breath and urged the giant purple streamer with all his might, 

increasing its speed by more than two times. 

“Little girl, let me make a pact with you first. When you arrive, if your son-in-law can’t beat di xuanchen, 

don’t let me help you ...” 

Chapter 1244: no need to wait, this ye is already here! 

 

“Is this the Tang Wu mountain? It’s so majestic!” 

In the eastern border of the Central Plains, within the territory of the great Yin Empire, mo Hongxiu and 

the others widened their eyes in shock as they looked at the huge mountain in front of them. 

Before them was a massive mountain that stretched as far as the eye could see. Under the scorching 

sun, the entire mountain faintly glowed with a divine light, making people feel an involuntary sense of 

awe. 

Looking into the distance, it was as if the clouds had only covered half of the mountainside. The cranes 

were chirping in unison, and a huge stairway that was of unknown length led to the top of the mountain. 

It seemed to be made of bronze. 

Ye chen, however, was not surprised by this. 

“As expected of the number one divine mountain in the eastern realm!” 

Mo Rong could not help but take a deep breath and said,””It’s said that the mountain is 10000 feet high 

and extremely steep. It will take an ordinary person half a year to reach the peak, and it’s dangerous ...” 

“And this heaven ladder, it can be said to be the work of the gods ...” 

Mo Hongxiu’s mouth was slightly agape.”Even the Gongshu family, who is the best at trickery in the 

Academy, would have to spend a lot of manpower and energy to build it ...” She said. 

“Look, what are those people doing?” Mo Ming suddenly pointed into the distance. 

Everyone looked in the direction of his finger and saw that on the stone steps thousands of feet away, 

there were many people dressed in simple clothes setting up incense tables and placing livestock as 

offerings. They seemed to be paying respects to something. 

At this time, a faint laugh came from behind them.””They are the people of the great Yin at the foot of 

the Tang Wu mountain.” 

After that, a young man in luxurious clothes walked over slowly. Behind him, there were several old 

figures with powerful auras. 

“Who are you?” mo Rong stepped forward. 

“Impudent!” 



Without waiting for the young man to speak, an elder behind him looked at him coldly and was about to 

step forward. 

The young man stopped him with his eyes and then cupped his fists at ye chen and the 

others.”Greetings, everyone. I am great Yin’s Prince, Yin wuheng, ranked ninth in the family ...” 

“So it’s Emperor Wu Hen ...” 

Mo Rong’s expression immediately changed as he nervously cupped his fists,””We were rude just now. 

We are from Jixia learning Palace ...” 

With that, he introduced mo Hongxiu and the others one by one, leaving only ye Chen’s group of four. 

“So it’s the talented disciples of Jixia learning Palace!” 

Yin wuheng became even more polite.”The Three Ducal Ministers of the great Yin imperial dynasty are 

all from your Jixia Learning Academy. It seems like we are on the same side.” 

Ye chen took a long look at the ninth-ranked great Yin’s Prince. After careful calculation, two of the great 

Yin’s nine princes had already died at his hands. He just did not know how the former would react if he 

found out. 

The two of them flattered each other and quickly became familiar with each other. Mo Hongxiu couldn’t 

help but say,””Emperor Wu Hen, may I ask what those people are doing?” 

Yin wuheng looked at the people who were paying their respects and said,””They’re praying to the 

divine mountain, hoping that my father will kill ye chen and make him never reincarnate!” 

Blackie took a step forward and said,””Are you looking for death?” 

“This is?” Yin wuheng squinted his eyes. 

“Prince Wu Hen,” mo Hongxiu quickly said.”This is brother ye. He drove us here ...” 

“I see. I thought they were miss Mo’s servants.” 

A cold light flashed in Yin wuheng’s eyes and he said with a faint smile,””However, even if you’re not a 

servant, please be careful with your words and actions. This is the great Yin Empire!” 

“Little black!” 

Ye chen glanced at little black. 

Only then did Blackie step back. However, his eyes were filled with killing intent as he looked at Yin 

wuheng. 

Jiu zhirou looked at Yin wuheng with sympathy and shook her head.””Poor child, I don’t know if your 

father can kill this fiend, but your little life is over ...” 

Mo Hongxiu seemed to have noticed the change in the atmosphere and took the initiative to smooth 

things over for ye chen.”Emperor Wu Hen, it’s almost time. Let’s go up the mountain!” 

“That’s good too!” 



Yin wuheng looked at ye chen and the others again, then turned and led the way up the mountain. 

Along the way, he introduced the rumors of the mountain to mo Hongxiu and the others, even the 

customs of the great Yin Empire. 

Ye chen held his daughter in his arms and satisfied the little fellow’s request for a view of the scenery. 

He did not respond to Yin wuheng and the others. 

At this time, nine sword lights passed by the group of people, like nine white ribbons breaking through 

the clouds and heading straight to the top of the mountain. 

“Is he from the Haotian sword sect?” 

Mo Rong and the others were shocked. 

Without waiting for the crowd to react, another purple flood Dragon soared straight up and swept over 

the crowd’s heads. 

“Are they from the beimang Dragon-subduing Hall?” 

Mo Hongxiu and the others were even more surprised.””I heard from my father that the purple water 

dragon was the being that was suppressed by the Dragon suppressing Palace. Now that it has personally 

made a move, it seems that Palace Master Northern Sea has also arrived. ” 

“The people from the Acalan ā tha sect are here too!” 

“There are also people from the great Xia Empire. Oh my God, I actually saw the daughter of the great 

Xia Empire, Hua Qianwu ...” 

“……” 

As they got closer to the top of the mountain, not only mo Hongxiu and the others, but also the people 

of many forces along the way could not help but be shocked speechless. 

This battle that attracted the attention of the world had shocked the entire ancient barren world. All the 

forces that could be named had come. 

This included the great Xia Empire, the great Qi Empire, the great Qin Empire, the beimang Dragon-

subduing Hall, and other peerless great sects ... 

When everyone reached the top of the mountain, they were all shocked by the scene in front of them. 

Floating islands of various sizes covered the sky and earth, and on them, hundreds of thousands of 

people had already gathered. 

On the nine floating islands at the top, there were several figures standing. Although these people had 

already concealed their auras, their faint breaths still sounded like muffled Thunder in the void. 

The Xia Emperor, Emperor Hua, clear sky sword Master, Ren duxing, North Sea Hall Master, Zi Kunlun, 

the great Qin Emperor, Chi ... 

Everyone’s eyes were focused on those figures, almost suffocating. Even mo Hongxiu, Yin wuheng, and 

the others were no exception. 



They were here. All of the Supreme figures who stood at the peak of the ancient barren world were 

here! 

“Eight Emperor’s throne realm?” 

Ye chen looked calmly at the eight figures. His eyes finally fixed on the largest floating island in the void. 

There, a figure in a purple-gold robe sat cross-legged with his eyes closed, as if he was a God who was 

being revered by the world. 

“Di xuangang ...” Ye chen murmured softly. 

At this time, a middle-aged man with white hair on his temples on the nine floating islands slowly 

said,””Everyone, the time has come but Emperor Lord ye has not arrived. Let’s end this here.” 

He was the North Sea Hall Master, Zi Kunlun! 

As soon as he spoke, everyone’s expressions changed. They had come from thousands of miles away, so 

how could they be willing to see such an ending? 

Someone could not help but ask respectfully,”Hall Master, may I ask how this battle will be decided?” 

Does it count as Emperor Lord ye’s defeat?” 

“That’s natural. ” 

The North Sea Palace master’s eyes were like lightning. He looked upright and unyielding. Then, he 

glanced at Shi qianhan. 

“What a pity!” 

Beside him, a thin old man with an ancient sword shook his head slightly.””I thought that ye chen was 

quite a character since he could kill Feng Baiyu. I didn’t expect him to go back on his word and avoid the 

battle!” 

As soon as he said this, many people nodded their heads, as if they agreed with what the sword Master 

of the clear sky sword had said. 

“Old Haotian, I don’t like what you’re saying!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a middle-aged man in a Golden Dragon robe on the fifth floating island 

chuckled,””Since Emperor Lord ye was able to kill Feng Baiyu, he must have extraordinary means. Why 

would he avoid the battle?” 

Although his words were calm, no one below dared to refute him because the former was the Emperor 

of great Xia, Emperor Hua! 

In the crowd below, mo Rong could not help but whisper,””Do you think that Emperor Lord ye really 

doesn’t dare to come?” 

“It’s normal!” 

Mo Ming smiled faintly and looked at Yin wuheng,””Emperor Wu hen’s father, the great Yin’s Emperor 

Lord, is suppressing the East realm. It is reasonable for Emperor Lord ye to be afraid.” 



Yin wuheng pursed his lips arrogantly. 

“I believe he will come!” 

Mo Hongxiu shook her head. She didn’t know why but she felt that Emperor ye shouldn’t be such a timid 

person. 

Above, the vast heaven Sword Master snorted and said,””Let’s wait for the time it takes for an incense 

stick to burn. If Emperor ye doesn’t show up by then, it’ll be his loss. I’d like to see how he’ll have the 

face to stand in the ancient barren world!” 

Just as he finished speaking, a faint voice came from below,””No need to wait, this ye has already 

arrived!“ 

Under everyone’s gaze, ye chen carried his daughter and ascended into the sky. Step by step, he walked 

to the highest point. His white hair was like an icicle waterfall, flowing straight down to the nine 

Heavens! 

At that moment, the entire world was in dead silence! 

At that moment, mo Hongxiu and the others were dumbfounded! 

…… 

Chapter 1245: Two Emperor level cultivators joining hands! 

 

The peak of the Tang Wu mountain! 

At this moment, the world was eerily quiet. Everyone’s eyes were focused on the thin figure who was 

walking in the sky. 

Under everyone’s gaze, that figure stepped on the heaven and earth. His black clothes fluttered and his 

eyes flickered with a bright divine light, as if he was a God ascending to the heavens. 

At that moment, everyone looked up at the sword. They were all silent and dumbfounded! 

In the crowd below, mo Hongxiu covered her red lips and stammered,””Ye ... Senior martial brother ye is 

that ye ... Imperial Lord ye who killed the Jade lake’s Holy Lord?” 

“He’s Ye chen?!!” 

Mo Rong and the others cried out involuntarily. The few people behind him widened their eyes as their 

eyes were filled with disbelief. 

Especially mo Ming and the other two. When they thought of how they had talked about how he would 

lose to di xuangang in front of ye chen, the three of them felt like their souls were about to fly out of 

their bodies. 

Great Yin’s son of the Emperor, Yin wuheng, and the others felt their scalps go numb. They had been 

traveling with an Emperor’s throne realm expert all this time, yet they had not recognized him. 



Most importantly, ye chen could be considered their enemy, but when they were facing an enemy, they 

were still talking and laughing without knowing what was good for them. 

Thinking of this, Yin wuheng felt an endless chill on his back, and cold sweat the size of beans flowed 

down his back. 

Under everyone’s watchful eyes, ye chen carried his daughter and ascended to the sky, step by step, 

toward the nine highest floating islands. 

“He’s Ye chen? The ye chen who single-handedly flattened the Jade Lake Holy Land and killed the Jade 

Lake Holy Lord?” 

“Yi, you are indeed as young as the rumors say. Such a young Emperor’s throne realm strong 

practitioner. In the entire ancient barren world, I’m afraid only the Dongli Emperor Lord can be 

compared to you ...” 

“……” 

In an instant, countless cultivators stood up in shock. The sect leaders gasped in shock, their eyes full of 

shock. 

“He’s so handsome, he’s really handsome!“ 

Many female disciples from the sects looked at ye chen like they were infatuated with him.”If he could 

take a look at me, I would be willing to die now!” 

At the same time, the figures on the nine floating islands also looked at ye chen in unison. 

“Not bad!” 

The hall Master of the northern Sea Dragon Hall cherished his words like gold. Those who knew him well 

knew that the former had always been like this and rarely praised others. 

“This kid is peerless!” 

The Xia Emperor, Emperor Hua, looked at ye chen with a golden glint in his eyes. There was a flash of 

deep amazement in the depths of his eyes. 

The pupils of the head of the vast heaven sword sect, Ren duxing, contracted violently as if he was 

shocked by ye Chen’s aura. 

The great Qin’s Sovereign Lord Chi looked at ye chen quietly, a hint of a smile appearing in his deep 

eyes.”Brother ye, I have to say that you have surprised me again and again.” 

Ye chen slowly stopped in his tracks and looked up at the former.”I hope you can give me an explanation 

for the words you said to me before you left that day.” 

“That’s natural. ” 

The judge laughed, then he seemed to have thought of something,””However, the premise is that 

brother ye can survive this time.” 

After saying that, he looked at the towering figure on the highest floating island with a profound look. 



Almost at the same time, di xuangang, who was sitting at the highest point, suddenly opened his eyes 

and looked over.””Emperor Lord ye, since you’re here, come up!” 

“Da ...” 

Ye chen put his hands behind his back and stepped into the air. In an instant, he arrived at the highest 

point of the huge floating island. 

“Stab ...” 

Ye chen raised his eyes slightly and looked at di xuangang in the distance! 

At this moment, di xuanchen also looked over. 

At that moment, a surging divine light burst out from both of their eyes. The green light and the blood 

rainbow collided. The two invisible auras were eye-catching and then collided. 

“Boom ...” 

The entire void shook violently. 

Under everyone’s gazes, a circular wave swept out in all directions with the two of them as the center. 

Wherever it passed, a storm was like a flood. 

“Is this the collision of Emperor pressure?” 

Everyone’s expression changed! 

As for Emperor pressure, no one knew what it was, only that it seemed to be the manifestation of a 

person’s essence, Qi, and spirit. 

At that moment, be it the palace Master of the northern Sea Palace on the nine floating islands or the 

hundreds of thousands of experts from the ancient barren world below, everyone was shocked. 

Everyone knew that this once-in-a-thousand-years battle had already begun the moment ye chen had 

appeared. 

And who would win and who would lose next would affect the hearts of the people! 

However, what puzzled many people was that the Emperor of Da Qi, Jiang juexian, was not present. 

After all, ye chen and Jiang juexian also had a grudge against each other for killing their son! 

Shi qianhan looked at ye chen from below and muttered in his heart,””Brother ye, qianhan believes in 

you!” 

“You can’t lose!” 

Hua qianren’s heart beat even faster.”Father said that you are the most promising person to get close to 

the Lord of Dongli ...” 

“Good luck, senior brother ye!” Mo Hongxiu shouted with her cheeks puffed up, causing the expression 

of great Yin’s Prince, Yin wuheng, to turn slightly unsightly. 



The latter looked at ye chen coldly and sneered. “It’s such a pity that you didn’t kill me just now, 

because you won’t have the chance anymore. You’re destined to die in the hands of my father!” 

“Emperor Lord ye, I have to say that you have surprised me. You have reached the emperor’s throne 

realm at such a young age. If you were given the chance to grow, you might even become a primordial 

myth in the future.” 

Above, di xuangang quietly sized up ye chen, not hiding his admiration at all. Then, he changed the topic. 

“It’s a pity that you shouldn’t have killed my second son. As such, your life is destined to end by me. ” 

“You’re not the only one who talks like this. ” 

Ye chen held his daughter and stood proudly in the air. He shook his head.”However, they all died by my 

hands in the end. You’re not the first, and you won’t be the last.” 

“Is that so?” 

Instead of getting angry, di xuangang smiled. 

The next moment! 

The void trembled violently, and a terrifying crack appeared in the void in front of them. A powerful aura 

spread out. 

Under everyone’s gaze, a figure slowly walked out of the crack. The person’s long golden hair seemed to 

be burning with divine fire. 

“Jiang juexian, the monarch of great Qi!” 

At that moment, everyone sucked in a breath of cold air at the same time, and their eyes trembled. 

“Ye, you killed my son Yichen!” 

The Qi Emperor, Jiang juexian, stared at ye chen with eyes like two heavenly swords.”If I don’t kill you 

today, how can I face the world?” 

As soon as these words came out, many people’s expressions changed, and they faintly sensed that 

something was wrong. 

Jiang juexian had not appeared earlier or later, but just as ye chen was about to fight di xuangang, he 

had appeared. 

“Fellow Daoist Jiang!” 

The Xia Emperor’s eyes darkened and he said,””Today is the battle between Emperor Lord ye and di 

xuangang. What do you want to do?” 

Faced with the question of the Xia Emperor, Emperor Hua ... 

Jiang juexian looked up at him coldly and said,”Emperor Hua, I’m avenging my son. Do I need to consider 

the occasion?” Are you going to stop me?” 

“If you want to take revenge, we naturally have no objections.” 



The Xia Emperor frowned slightly and said in a deafening voice,””However, isn’t today’s occasion a little 

inappropriate? You can wait until the battle between Emperor Lord ye and di xuangang is over. ” 

“What a joke!” 

Jiang juexian sneered,””Emperor Hua, my purpose is to kill ye, not to fight him alone. To my enemy, why 

should I talk about fairness?” 

As soon as he finished, Emperor Hua’s expression changed as if he realized something. 

The North Sea Hall Master Zi Kunlun said calmly,””Jiang juexian, do you want to join forces with di 

xuangang and fight two against one?” 

“So what?” 

Jiang juexian admitted it openly,””Let’s take a step back. If ye died in di xuangang’s hands, wouldn’t my 

son’s revenge be in vain?” 

As soon as these words were spoken, the crowd below burst into an uproar. It was obvious that they 

had not expected such an unforeseen event to happen in the final battle. 

“We have no objections to whatever you want.” 

The North Phoenix Palace Master Zi Kunlun nodded slightly and said in a mocking tone,””However, you 

are still the ruler of the great Qi Dynasty. If word gets out that you are joining forces with someone to 

fight two against one, I’m afraid you will be laughed at by the world.” 

“Who dares to laugh at this Jiang?” 

When Jiang juexian heard this, he glanced at the crowd below with an imposing gaze. His voice was like 

Heavenly Thunder that shook the hearts of people, and no one dared to look him in the eye. 

It’s finished! 

Emperor Lord ye was finished this time! 

Many people shook their heads. Most people did not think ye chen would win the battle with di 

xuangang. Now that Jiang juexian had joined the battle, what chance did he have? 

Ye Chen’s expression was as calm as an ancient well. 

At this moment, a faint voice came from the nine floating islands,””Brother ye, as long as you agree to 

my conditions last time, I will join hands with you to fight the two of them.” 

Chapter 1246: Who dares to kill my son-in-law? 

 

Everyone looked in the direction of the voice and saw the great Qin’s Sovereign Lord Chi looking at ye 

chen with a faint smile. 

As his voice fell! 

Jiang juexian and di xuangang’s eyes darkened. The latter looked at the judge coldly.”Yi, you ...” 



Both Jiang juexian and di xuangang were afraid of Yi’s power, and they had fought with each other more 

than once. 

The referee ignored di xuangang’s gaze and looked at ye chen.””Brother ye, what do you think?” 

Ye chen slowly raised his eyes and looked at him with a calm expression. No one could tell what he was 

thinking. 

“Promise him, promise him!” 

Countless people clenched their fists tightly and almost shouted out. 

In their opinion, ye chen would definitely die in a two-on-one fight. If Chi was added, there might still be 

a chance of survival. 

Jiang juexian and di xuangang’s faces were also extremely tense. 

Under everyone’s gaze, a smile suddenly appeared on ye Chen’s face. Then, he said word by word,””I’m 

sorry, this ye said that I won’t interfere in your matter. ” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the entire world fell into a deathly silence. 

Countless people’s eyes widened as they looked at ye chen in disbelief, thinking that they had misheard. 

The smile on Yi’s face slowly froze. Then, he moved and landed directly beside Jiang juexian. 

The referee looked straight at ye chen and said expressionlessly,””Brother ye, you trespassed into the 

capital of the great Qin a few days ago and killed innocents. I want an explanation from you.” 

As soon as these words came out, it was like a stone that caused a Thousand Waves. Everyone felt as if 

their minds were struck by lightning. 

The referee had also joined the battle! 

Moreover, he was going to join forces with di xuangang and Jiang juexian to fight ye chen together? 

This meant that it was three against one! 

In an instant, countless people were shocked to death. 

After the referee finished speaking, he stared at the change in ye Chen’s expression with a death 

stare.”Brother ye, have you ever regretted it?” 

“Regret?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes narrowed as he met her gaze. “I’ve said long ago that I won’t interfere in your matters, 

and I won’t let you interfere in my matters. ” 

This was his bottom line. Ye chen had always kept a respectful distance from the referee, so he did not 

want to get involved. 

“What a pity!” 



The judge shook his head slightly and looked at him with pity,””You and I have known each other for a 

long time. I didn’t expect that we would become enemies today.” 

“Foster father!” 

Shi qianhan couldn’t help but shout. 

Three heavenly throne realm cultivators had joined forces to fight ye chen. In his opinion, ye chen had 

no chance of winning at all. 

The North Sea Hall Master, Zi Kunlun, sighed softly. Just as he was about to step out, he saw a purple 

water dragon suddenly fly over from the horizon. 

The purple flood Dragon’s body was so majestic that it almost covered the entire world. The monstrous 

power that it faintly emitted made everyone’s heart tremble. 

“Old man Northern Sea, are you thinking of interfering?” 

The purple flood Dragon spoke in the human language, and its voice reverberated for a thousand miles. 

Then, it turned into an old Man in Black and landed beside Jiang juexian. 

“Demon Lord Fu Yuntian!” 

Everyone was shocked! 

The North Sea Palace Master looked at the black-robed old man with a dark expression.””Fu Yuntian, 

you still dare to appear in front of me?” 

There had always been a deep hatred between the northern Sea Dragon-subduing Hall and the demon 

region. This hatred had lasted for thousands of years. During these thousands of years, both sides had 

suffered countless deaths and injuries, and it was impossible to ease the hatred. 

“Old beiming!” 

“I’m not here to fight with you today!”Fu Yuntian sneered. 

At this point, he pointed at ye chen.”This child took away someone from my demon domain. This old 

man came for him!” 

At that moment, Blackie’s expression changed, and it looked at Fu Yuntian with a fierce look. 

After he arrived at the ancient barren world, he wandered to the demon territory and accidentally 

entered the demon emperor’s tomb to obtain the inheritance. Fu Yuntian then tried to control him and 

seize the inheritance in his body. 

Everyone had been shocked speechless by the series of events. 

“It seems like you’re here to kill me as well!” 

Ye chen stared coldly at Fu Yuntian.”You’re just in time. I’ve been wanting to go to the demon Realm to 

demand an explanation from you for a long time. It saves me the trouble of making a trip personally 

today.” 



“You’re still boasting shamelessly when you’re about to die!” 

“Don’t forget that you won’t even have the chance to escape if the four of us, who are at the emperor’s 

throne realm, join forces!”Fu Yuntian sneered. 

“Who else wants to kill me?” 

Ye Chen’s gaze swept across his surroundings, scanning each and every figure.”All stand up, this ye will 

settle it all at once!” 

The palace Master of the northern Sea Palace, the great Xia Emperor, and the others sighed in their 

hearts and chose to remain silent. 

Although the two of them had a good impression of ye chen, they knew that in such a situation, even if 

they were to help, it would not help. 

“And this old man wants to kill you!” 

At this moment, the clear sky sword Master, who was on the nine floating islands, rode his sword 

radiance and arrived. 

He looked at ye chen coldly, his killing intent soaring.”You killed li qingluan, a disciple of the clear sky 

sword sect. You have to pay for it!” 

With the addition of the clear sky sword director duxing, the entire Tang Wu mountain fell into an 

abnormal silence! 

The Five Emperors had reached the Emperor realm! 

The five Emperor’s throne realm powerhouses wanted to kill ye chen. Moreover, their starting point was 

that they had a grudge against ye chen! 

In the entire ancient barren world, this was the first time in 5000 years that such a huge scene had 

appeared! 

Everyone was shocked and could not help but look at ye chen with sympathy as if they were looking at a 

dead man. 

“Very good!” 

Ye Chen’s expression remained unchanged, like ice that would not melt for a thousand years.”Today, I 

will kill five more Emperor’s throne realm experts!” 

The world was silent, and no one spoke! 

Everyone thought that ye chen had really gone mad. He dared to speak so arrogantly when facing five 

Emperor level powerhouses on his own. If he was not crazy, what was he? 

Shi qianhan clenched his fists so tightly that his nails dug into his skin.””Brother ye, I hate, I hate so 

much, I hate that I can’t share your burden!” 

“If you want to kill my master, you have to kill me first!” 



Blackie roared angrily and transformed into its Black Dragon form. It soared into the sky and stood in 

front of ye chen to protect him. Its monstrous ferocity was able to resist the five heavenly Emperor level 

cultivators alone. 

“With just this evil beast?” 

Jiang juexian sneered and looked at Blackie.””I still lack a Mount. If you are willing to submit, I can spare 

your life!” 

However, what he got in response was little Black’s furious roar. 

The nine luminaries devil below let out a long cry and transformed into the true form of a peerless bird 

of prey, landing beside ye chen.”You want to kill my master? I won’t allow it!” 

“Nine luminaries flame!” 

Di xuanchen, who had never spoken, took a deep look at Jiu zhirou and said expressionlessly,””You’re 

the Holy beast of the Jade Lake Holy Land. You have an irreconcilable hatred with that ye guy. Why do 

you want to die with him?” 

Even ye chen could not help but look at Jiu Ming mo in surprise. He did not expect the latter to be willing 

to support him in such an occasion. 

“Di xuangang!” 

“Don’t say any more nonsense. This old man wants to test how capable you, the ruler of the great Yin 

Imperial Empire, are,”Jiu Ming Ming said expressionlessly. 

Although it said that, it was still complaining in its heart. It had no choice. Its soul blood was in ye Chen’s 

hands. 

Secondly, it found that ye chen had been very calm from the beginning to the end, as if he had a plan in 

mind. This made it a little confused and it could only take a risk. 

“Very good. Since that’s the case, the three of you shall be buried here today.” 

Di xuangang’s eyes narrowed as a shocking killing intent gushed out of them, causing the atmosphere to 

turn completely cold. 

“Guys, let’s kill them together!” 

“Die!” Jiang juexian shouted. A thick Emperor’s might erupted from his body and pressed toward ye 

chen. 

“What a pity ...” 

The palace Master of the northern Sea Palace, the Emperor of the great Xia Dynasty, and the others 

looked at each other and saw the regret in each other’s eyes. 

In their opinion, ye chen had reached the emperor’s throne realm at such a young age. In time, he might 

be able to reach an even higher level. 

He didn’t expect that he would fall here today! 



“Senior brother ye!” 

Below, mo Hongxiu’s eyes were red. Although she had just met ye chen, along the way, ye chen had 

given her the feeling that he was easy to approach. 

Just like her big brother, she really did not want to see ye Chen’s blood here. 

On the other hand, mo Rong and the others were unconcerned. 

“It’s over ...” 

Beside him, great Yin’s Prince, Yin wuheng, smiled cruelly as if he could see ye Chen’s soul being 

destroyed. 

Just as today’s battle was about to start, a delicate shout suddenly exploded in the vast sky. 

“Who dares to kill my son-in-law?!!” 

The sudden voice froze the battle. Everyone, including Jiang juexian and the other four, looked at the 

southeast sky. 

There, a giant Purple Phoenix swept across the sky like a scorching sun, pushing away the clouds and 

mist. It emitted a vast divine light, and its momentum was astonishing. 

Chapter 1247: Jiu ‘er’s help, the patriarch returns! 

 

He could hear a faintly familiar voice! 

Ye chen also looked in the direction of the sound and saw a small figure in a divine robe on the giant 

purple chariot. 

“Is it that girl?” 

In an instant, ye Chen’s originally calm face could not help but show a hint of shock. 

Under everyone’s gazes, the giant purple streamer approached from afar, and two figures slowly 

descended from it. 

The leader was a young girl. She was dressed in a five-colored divine robe, and her body was emitting a 

strong divine light. She walked over slowly, giving people the feeling that she was a bright and dazzling 

sun that had descended into the mortal world. 

“The new Saint of the palace of light, Yan Jiu ‘er?” 

Almost at the same time, Jiang juexian and the others let out a low groan in surprise. 

The people below sucked in a breath of cold air. They had clearly recognized the identity of the person 

who had arrived! 

The Hall of Light was a special force in the extreme north of the ancient barren world. They believed in 

light. They never got involved in the grudges of the outside world, but they didn’t dare to be looked 

down upon by outsiders. 



The lady in divine clothing was the new Saint of the palace of light, Yan Jiu ‘er. She had awakened the 

body of light that was rarely seen in the palace of light for thousands of years! 

Behind the young girl was a barefooted old man. 

The old man was dressed in plain clothes and had an ordinary appearance. He had a Red Nose and a 

purple gourd on his waist, giving people the feeling that he was an alcoholic. 

However, his appearance caused di xuangang and the other four to be extremely afraid. 

This was because he was the great ancestor of the Hall of Light, an existence that no one knew how long 

he had lived. 

Under everyone’s gaze, the girl in the five-colored godly robe who was walking at the front rushed all 

the way to ye chen and then threw herself into his arms. 

“Young master, Jiu ‘er finally sees you again.” 

The young girl was like a bear sack, holding onto ye chen tightly as if afraid that he would run away. Her 

voice, which had been haunting her for a long time, rang out. 

As soon as he said this, the entire place was dead silent. Countless people were so shocked that their 

jaws almost fell off. They couldn’t believe this scene. 

Even di xuangang and the others were no exception. 

The Grand Holy maiden of the Hall of Light had actually addressed ye chen as ‘son-in-law’? And their 

words and actions were so intimate? 

Seeing this scene, the barefooted old man at the side seemed to be helpless. He could only pick up the 

purple gourd at his waist and drink it non-stop. 

Feeling the warm touch on his hand, ye chen pulled his hand away and patted the little girl’s head. He 

smiled and said,””You little girl, you’re still the same as before.” 

It had only been a month since they last saw each other, but the young girl had already grown into a 

beautiful girl. 

A cunning look flashed in Jiu ‘er’s eyes, and then she deliberately puffed out her chest.””Son-in-law, is 

he really the same as before?” 

Ye chen was speechless. Then, as if he had thought of something, he wiped the smile off his face and 

said,””Your young lady ...” 

He didn’t know how to explain mu Caiwei’s matter to this little girl. Perhaps this matter could even 

become a barrier between the two of them. 

“Son-in-law, I know everything!” 

Jiu ‘er’s body stiffened slightly, and tears immediately flowed out.””I tried to persuade miss not to 

cultivate that technique, but she didn’t listen and even quarreled with me ...” 



A month ago, she and mu Caiwei were brought to the Hall of Light and the Jade Lake respectively. Half a 

month later, Jiu ‘er was tested to have a body of light, which alerted the radiance forefather and made 

her the Saint of the Hall of Light. 

She was clever and quick-witted, so she took the opportunity to visit mu Caiwei at the Jade Lake. The 

radiance forefather personally escorted her. 

Filled with joy, Jiu ‘er rushed to the Jade Lake to see mu Caiwei, only to find out that the latter was 

cultivating in seclusion, leaving Mengmeng behind. 

At that time, Jiu ‘er had already noticed that something was wrong. When mu Caiwei came out of her 

closed-door cultivation, she realized that her personality had changed drastically. She had become cold 

and heartless. 

After Jiu ‘er found out the reason, she tried to persuade mu Caiwei to give up on her cultivation. 

However, the latter was blinded by hatred and refused to listen. In the end, they parted on bad terms. 

Even though Jiu ‘er had suggested to bring Mengmeng to the palace of light and let her take care of her, 

mu Caiwei had not allowed it. 

As Jiu ‘er sobbed and explained the situation, ye Chen’s gaze softened. 

He had sacrificed so much for mu Caiwei. 

In the end, mu Caiwei couldn’t even be compared to the maidservant who had followed behind him and 

called him “young master.” 

“Son-in-law, don’t blame the young miss anymore.” 

Jiu ‘er wiped her tears and pleaded,””Miss thought you were dead and wanted to avenge you. That’s 

why she became like that.” 

“I’ve already let it go. ” Ye chen shook his head slightly. 

At this moment, the vast heaven Sword Master interrupted with a cold smile,””You’re on the verge of 

death and you’re still in the mood to be lovey-dovey?” 

Jiu ‘er turned around and glared at him with her Phoenix eyes.””Stinky old man, who are you talking 

about?” 

“Bastard ...” The clear sky sword Master was furious. 

Di xuanchen looked at the barefooted old man who was drinking and frowned.””The Hall of Light is also 

going to interfere in today’s matter?” 

Without waiting for the barefooted old man to speak, Jiu ‘er immediately hugged ye chen tightly and 

said to the barefooted old man,”Old man, if the son-in-law dies, I won’t live either ...” 

“I say, girl, didn’t you promise me before you came?” The barefooted old man smiled helplessly. 

“I don’t care,” 



Jiu ‘er bit her lips and said stubbornly,””If you don’t help my son-in-law today, I’ll kill myself in front of 

you. Let’s see where you can find a better successor then me ...” 

Ye chen quietly looked at the little girl in front of him, a warm current flowing through his heart. 

The barefooted old man fell silent. He looked at Jiang juexian and the others.”I say, can you guys give 

this old man some face and let today’s matter go?” 

“Radiance forefather, aren’t you overestimating yourself?” 

“You’re just a man who’s going to die soon. Where did you get such a big face from?”Fu Yuntian 

sneered. 

“Brother,” di xuanchen said expressionlessly,”as long as you leave with your men and don’t interfere in 

this matter, we won’t stop you!” 

“So, there’s nothing to talk about?” 

The barefooted old man glanced at the five of them and sighed,””In that case, this old man can only 

exercise his muscles and bones today ...” 

As soon as these words came out, the world fell silent! 

Despite knowing that the five heavenly Emperor level cultivators would join forces to kill ye chen, the 

other party still wanted to help ye chen? 

“Old man, thank you!” 

“Don’t worry!” Jiu ‘er cried with joy.”I’ll visit your grave every year after you die ...” 

The barefooted old man was speechless. 

“What a big tone ...” 

Jiang juexian’s eyes glowed with a cold light.”Radiance forefather, don’t forget that there are only two 

of you. How are you going to fight the five of us?” 

As his voice fell, everyone could not help but nod subconsciously, as if in agreement. 

Yes, even with the radiance forefather, it was still a two-on-five fight. There was no chance of winning. 

“What if I’m included?” 

At this moment, deafening laughter came from the sky.”Fellow Daoist ye, I’m here! Hurry up and 

welcome me!” 

Under everyone’s gazes, a black shadow appeared in the sky, and as the black shadow approached from 

afar. 

Only then did everyone see clearly that it was a palanquin floating in the air. However, there was no roof 

over the palanquin, and it was open air. 

The palanquin was carried by four women in white. On the palanquin, there was a black-robed young 

man lying on his back, each of his hands holding a delicate woman. 



Other than that, there were also two women peeling grapes and occasionally placing one into the black-

clothed youth’s mouth ... 

“Not bad, not bad. Make this old ancestor more comfortable. If this old ancestor is happy, he might 

reward you with some medicinal pills ...” 

The void was filled with the black-clothed youth’s lewd laughter. 

At that moment, everyone was dumbfounded. 

Chapter 1248: I’ll kill whoever dares to touch fellow Daoist ye! 

 

The moment old ancestor yellow spring appeared, something happened in a place hundreds of 

thousands of miles away from the Tang Wu mountain. 

The river water gurgled and the sound of the waves never stopped. 

Two figures were sitting by the river. They were two old men, and there was a fire in front of them. 

The aroma of grilled fish filled the air. 

The scruffy old Taoist on the left did not care about the heat. He held a grilled fish in one hand and 

gobbled it up. 

“The third one.” 

The elder on the right looked in Tang Wushan’s direction in surprise.”Old Qi, you’re right. The man from 

e Imperial Kingdom of the eastern barren territory has appeared.” 

“Old man, it’s not that I want to say this, but you’re already so old, why are you still so worried?“ 

The sloppy old man rolled his eyes and mumbled,””You should learn from me. Eat and drink. If you die 

one day, you won’t have wasted your time in this world.” 

“You’ve been eating it for thousands of years. ” 

The grey-robed old man shook his head helplessly, then frowned and said,””Even with the radiance 

forefather and the eunuch Kingdom, there are only three of them. The chances of winning are not high.” 

The sloppy old man wiped his greasy hands on his clothes. While picking his teeth, he said,””If we need 

to fight five against five to win, why should we pay attention to that kid?” 

The grey-robed elder was silent. 

“Don’t you forget. ” 

“Hmph!” The sloppy old man snorted.”Although the situation might change if we join the battle, that 

person in the Academy has been looking for us.” 

Hearing this, the grey-robed old man’s expression changed. It was as if he was extremely afraid of the 

school head. 



“If you and I make a move,” the sloppy old man said with a toothpick in his mouth,”that person in the 

Academy will not sit by and watch. The situation will be even more troublesome then.” 

After saying that, he turned back to the girl with the birthmark who was fishing by the river and 

said,””Xiao mang, give your uncle-Master Pan a big carp ...” 

The girl with the birthmark made an “Oh” sound and stared at the surface of the water with the steel 

fork in her hand. Suddenly, she realized that the surface of the river, which was originally clear, was 

suddenly covered with a thick fog. 

In the thick fog, there was a figure slowly walking over. It seemed to be a man in a green robe. He 

looked to be in his twenties and was very young. 

The girl with the birthmark looked at him quietly, because she found that there was a special charm on 

the man. Although he was a man, his eyes were so beautiful that they were almost ethereal. 

It was at that moment that the sloppy old man and the old man, who had been sitting on the Riverside, 

stood up at the same time and looked at the person with a serious expression. 

The man in green did not seem to notice the three people’s gazes. He walked to the fire and sat down 

calmly. He looked at the golden-brown fish on the fire and said,””Can I eat it?” 

His voice was soft and magnetic. 

“You ...” The sloppy old man looked at him quietly.”You still came!” 

“The fish is going to burn ...” 

The man in green stretched out his hand and flipped the spinning staff. He said in a soft voice,””There 

are also fish in the back mountain of my Jixia learning Palace. It’s even better than this. Come back with 

me.” 

“Ke Yunzi, you and I are both food in the eyes of others. Why do you have to force us? Why are you 

willing to be a Lackey?” 

The grey-clothed old man’s lips moved slightly, almost as if he was complaining,””Back then, my master 

Dong Li was a close friend of yours ...” 

“Let’s eat ...” 

The green-robed man’s expression did not change. His aura was refined, as if he did not belong to the 

mortal world. He was as ethereal as a true immortal. 

…… 

At the peak of the Tang Wu mountain. 

At this moment, everyone’s eyes were wide open as they looked at the huge palanquin in the sky that 

was like a pair of wings that covered the sky. 

“Chunlan, Xiahe, qiuju, Dongmei, put in some effort. Why are you so soft? did the old ancestor not feed 

you enough last night ...” 



“Yes, yes, yes, that’s the place. Use more strength ...” 

Old ancestor yellow spring sat alone on the palanquin, allowing the palanquin to be carried around in 

the void. He was surrounded by women on the left and on the right, enjoying the good fortune of having 

two people. 

Everyone looked at this scene in shock. 

Where did this weird combination come from? 

Even though there was no lack of peerless sect leaders among the hundreds of thousands of spectators, 

they had never seen such an entrance. 

“Forefather ...” 

Ye Chen’s calm face flashed with a look of shock. Then, he seemed to have remembered something.”Is 

this a breakthrough?” 

“The ancestor is awesome ...” Blackie said. 

“Who are you? quickly stop!” 

When they saw old ancestor yellow spring and his group heading straight for the mountaintop, some 

experts from the great Yin imperial dynasty stepped forward and tried to stop them. 

“Boom ...” 

The man suddenly unleashed his cultivation as a nine revolution martial Saint, and a terrifying pressure 

rushed toward the four women carrying the palanquin. 

Old ancestor yellow spring didn’t care and waved his sleeve.”Where did this old dog come from? how 

dare you block the ancestor’s carriage!” 

“Bang ...” 

With a loud sound, the nine revolution martial saint’s body immediately made a crisp sound like 

porcelain breaking. With a scream, his body exploded into a bloody mist and completely disappeared. 

Deathly silence, the world suddenly fell into a deathly silence! 

Everyone’s eyes widened as they looked at the black-clothed youth in the palanquin in disbelief! 

He killed a nine revolution martial Saint with a lift of his hand! 

An Emperor’s throne realm expert! 

This person must be an Emperor’s throne realm expert! 

At that moment, the faces of all the emperor’s throne realm experts, including di xuangang, Jiang 

juexian, and the other four, changed. 

When they were less than three kilometers away from the top of the mountain, the carriage suddenly 

stopped.”Little beauties, wait for me here. I’ll come back and torture you after the fight ...” He said. 



With a burst of laughter, the black-robed young man in the sedan chair flickered and shot straight to the 

top of the mountain, finally landing beside ye chen. 

“Fellow Daoist ye, it’s the forefather’s turn to save you this time, right?” 

Old ancestor yellow spring looked at ye chen and chuckled. There was a hint of reluctance on his face.”I 

haven’t had enough of my time in the e ‘Huang Kingdom, but when I heard that you were fighting 

someone, I was afraid that you would be killed, so I rushed over.” 

“Congratulations, ancestor!” 

Ye chen chuckled and congratulated him from the bottom of his heart. With his eyes, he could naturally 

see that the great ancestor had already entered the soul formation stage. 

Even though he was already mentally prepared, a wave still rose in his heart. The former’s speed was 

simply too fast, and he had always obtained the benefits from the secret treasure left behind by the 

founding Empress of the EU Imperial Kingdom. 

Everyone looked at this scene in disbelief. They had not expected ye chen to know an Emperor’s throne 

expert. Moreover, from the looks of it, the two seemed to be close friends. 

However, who was this Emperor’s throne realm expert? Why had they never heard of it? 

In an instant, countless people’s minds turned. 

“Fellow Daoist, may I know who you are?” 

At this moment, Jiang juexian, who couldn’t help but stare at old ancestor yellow spring, asked 

tentatively,””Today is a personal grudge between us and the ye family. I hope you will not interfere.” 

The eyes of di xuangang and the others flickered. 

From the scene of the patriarch killing the nine-revolution martial Saint, they were sure that the 

patriarch was an Emperor’s throne realm expert. However, they didn’t know the patriarch’s background. 

Only Yi’s expression did not change. 

He seemed to know about old ancestor yellow spring’s existence. 

“What Dao?” 

Old ancestor yellow spring sneered with a domineering aura. “I’ll make it clear today. I’ll kill anyone who 

dares to touch fellow Daoist ye!” 

Chapter 1249: I, ye chen, am not to be bullied! 

 

“You’re looking for death!” 

The clear sky sword master’s face turned cold as he stared at old ancestor yellow spring with killing 

intent.”Even if we include you, there are only three of you. How can you stop the five of us?” 

“You old thing!” 



Old ancestor yellow spring narrowed his eyes.”Do you have a daughter?” 

The sword Master of the clear sky sword didn’t know why he asked such a question, but he still sneered 

and said,””Not only do I have a daughter, I also have dozens of granddaughters ...” 

“Very good, I’ll kill you!” 

“Hehe!” Old ancestor yellow spring suddenly grinned and said,”I’ll kill my way into your vast heaven 

sword sect and have sex with all your daughters!” 

“You’re looking for death!” 

The vast heaven Sword Master was furious, and his sword Qi was like a flood. 

“What’s wrong? You’re not convinced?” 

Old ancestor yellow spring glanced at him and said in a domineering manner, “I’ll suppress you with one 

hand later!” 

“Do it!” 

Di Xuanzang squinted his eyes and said indifferently,””There are only three of them. No matter what, 

they are not our opponents today!” 

“Do it!” 

At that moment, the five of them attacked at the same time. Five Emperor’s auras shot up into the sky 

and the void in front of them collapsed. 

“Kill!” 

Ye chen suddenly shouted coldly,”it’s you who forced me to go on a killing spree. Today, I’ll kill you five 

pieces of trash. I’ll slaughter your juniors and end your orthodoxies!!!” 

“Kill!” 

The two patriarchs were filled with killing intent. 

“Boom ...” 

The eight Emperor’s auras collided. For a moment, the sky shook as if the sky was about to collapse. 

Everyone below was shocked. 

Chi howled into the sky, baring its fangs. Its corpse Qi soared into the sky. A pair of purple-gold skeletal 

wings swept across the sky and headed straight for ye chen. 

“Let the ancestor meet you, the Emperor of the ages!” 

Old ancestor yellow spring opened his mouth and waved his sleeves. The void cracked as he took the 

initiative to meet the referee. 

“You?” 



Yi sneered coldly. His voice shook the heavens and the earth. A pair of purple-gold bone wings shook the 

heavenly wind as he pounced toward old ancestor yellow spring. 

“Jiang juexian, I’m your opponent!” 

Radiance’s forefather stepped into the air with his bare feet. He held the purple golden gourd in his 

hand and took a sip of wine. Jiang juexian had to be on guard. 

In an instant, as Yi and Jiang juexian were entangled, only di xuangang, Demon Lord Fu Yuntian, and 

clear sky sword sect’s Ren duxing were left among the five Emperor celestial realms. 

“I’ve already said that even if you have two more helpers, they still won’t be able to save you. You won’t 

be able to escape death!” 

Di xuangang’s Emperor’s might shook the sky. With the Haotian Sword Master and the other swordsman 

behind him, they surrounded ye chen in a square formation and attacked him. 

Ye Chen’s expression did not change. He handed his daughter to the nine-in-one robe beside him. 

Jiu Ming had lived for countless years. His cultivation was higher than that of a nine-revolution martial 

Saint, but he was below the emperor’s throne realm. Unless an Emperor’s throne realm expert made a 

move, no one could do anything to him. 

Moreover, the soul blood of the nine puppet Gu was still in his hands, so he was assured to hand his 

daughter over to the former. 

“Daddy, you can do it!” 

The little fellow did not make a fuss and allowed Jiu Ming Xi to carry her and retreat to the side. Her pair 

of black eyes stared at ye chen. 

“Today, I will kill you all!“ 

Ye chen watched this scene with a blank expression and said coldly,””Let the ancient barren world know 

that I, ye chen, can not be bullied!!!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, he took a step forward. 

It was this step that caused his entire form to change drastically. He was now wearing a golden divine 

robe, and his hair and face were all glowing with divine light as if they had been poured with pure gold. 

It was the true form of the night Demon Armor. 

At the same time, a supreme majesty and a terrifying aura that swore to kill everything spread out from 

his body and swept across the world. 

The crowd below was first shocked by his transformation, then their hearts were filled with endless 

shock and excitement. 

Had this unprecedented battle finally begun? 

“Stab ...” 



A beam of sword light shot up into the sky, tearing through the clouds and cutting through the void. 

That was the embodiment of unparalleled sword intent. 

“You still dare to boast shamelessly when you’re about to die!” 

Swordmaster Haotian wielded a Dao sword and slashed at ye chen as if he was going to cut down the 

sky. The aura was too terrifying! 

Ye chen was fearless. He took another step forward and crossed a thousand feet. He thrust out his hand, 

covering the sky with one hand. He used his powerful physical strength to resist the sword of the clear 

sky sword Master. 

Clang ... Clang ... 

Following ye Chen’s attack, the huge hand directly swept away the sword Qi of the sword Master of the 

Haotian sword. Then, under the shocked gaze of the sword Master of the Haotian sword, he was pushed 

back with a palm. 

“What a strong body!” 

The clear sky sword master’s heart turned cold! 

“Ang ...” 

A purple dragon soared into the sky. It was extremely huge, and each of its scales glowed with a cold 

light. Its eyes were like a pool of blood as it swooped down toward ye chen with a monstrous murderous 

aura. 

It was the demon Lord Fu Yuntian. 

“Chi ...” 

Ye chen moved in the wind. His eyes were cold and emotionless. He waved his fist and punched. His 

punch was slow but it was so terrifying that it made people’s souls tremble. It was as if no world could 

withstand this punch. 

At that moment, the demon Lord Fu Yuntian, who had revealed his true form, felt a chill all over his 

body. However, he was now less than a hundred feet away from ye chen. The arrow had been nocked 

on the bow and had no choice but to fire. 

“The Dragon fights in the wild!” 

The demon Lord Fu Yuntian let out a Dragon’s Roar. A pair of ferocious dragon claws that could crush a 

mountain descended from the sky and whizzed toward ye chen. 

“Boom boom boom ...” 

Every time ye chen swung his fist, there was an earth-shattering force. Each punch landed on the demon 

Lord Fu Yuntian’s massive body. 

The earth-shaking power made the hundreds of thousands of people below silent, and the horror in 

their hearts burst out like a mountain. 



This was an Emperor’s throne realm expert! 

Any Emperor’s throne realm being stood at the peak of the ancient barren world. In their eyes, all living 

beings were no different from ants. 

In the distance, the palace Master of the northern Sea Palace, the Emperor of great Xia, and the others 

were also watching the scene intently, afraid to miss any details. 

The battle between Emperor’s throne realm experts was also useful to them. However, through the 

process, they realized that they were lacking. 

“Brother ye!” 

Shi qianhan looked at this scene uneasily, afraid that ye chen would get into an accident. After all, ye 

Chen’s opponents were three Emperor’s throne realm experts. 

“Good luck, senior brother ye!” 

Mo Hongxiu’s fingers were clenched tightly, and she looked extremely nervous. 

When Yin wuheng, great Yin’s Prince, saw this, he couldn’t help but sneer. 

Just as everyone was silent, a furious roar resounded. 

“No!” 

This roar seemed to spread throughout the entire Tang Wu mountain, the great Yin Empire, and even 

the entire Central Plains. 

In the void, a huge purple figure suddenly exploded, and a large amount of golden blood poured out. 

The sky was instantly dyed golden. 

An Emperor’s throne realm expert had fallen! 

Everyone’s eyes instantly glazed over. 

That was the demon Lord, Fu Yuntian! 

His body had been blown up by ye Chen’s punch. The former’s astral body that had escaped had been 

shattered by ye Chen’s palm. 

“Demon Lord? 

At that moment, di xuangang and the Haotian Sword Master both roared in unison, their eyes full of 

disbelief. 

Even Yi and Jiang juexian, who were fighting with old ancestor yellow spring and old ancestor radiance, 

were shocked. 

Blowing up an Emperor’s throne realm expert with one punch? 

…… 

Chapter 1250: The six paths of reincarnation fist! 



 

“The demon Lord was blown up by a single punch?” 

At this moment, there was a strange silence on Mount Tangwu. 

Countless people stared at the blood mist in the air with their mouths agape. Their gazes finally fixed on 

the figure who was walking in the world like a Supreme God. 

That was the emperor’s throne realm! 

The Supreme figure who oversaw the demon region! 

It was actually blown up by a single punch? If they didn’t see it with their own eyes, how could they 

believe what they were seeing? 

The palace Master of the northern Sea Palace, the Emperor of great Xia, and the other Emperor’s throne 

realm cultivators, who had remained neutral, were all shocked. 

“He’s too strong!” 

Shi qianhan was also shocked. He muttered to himself,””Emperor’s throne realm ...” 

“Guye is invincible!” Jiu ‘er was full of admiration. 

Mo Hongxiu’s beautiful eyes widened.”Senior brother ye is so powerful?!!” 

Behind him, mo Rong and the others were already dumbfounded. Only their violently contracted pupils 

showed that their emotions were fluctuating like a tide. 

“How is this possible?!!” 

Great Yin’s Imperial Prince, Yin wuhen, revealed an expression of disbelief. 

“This fiend has become stronger again!” 

Jiu Ming, who was carrying the cute little baby, sucked in a breath of cold air and her eyes almost 

popped out.”This child is indeed very similar to the East parting Sovereign Lord of the past ...” 

“Hahaha!” 

The deathly silence was suddenly broken by wild laughter. Old ancestor yellow spring, who was fighting 

with Yu Kuang, laughed.”Good, well done!” 

Di xuangang’s face twitched, and his expression was frighteningly dark.””Sword Master of vast heaven, 

what are you waiting for? Attack with all your might and kill him!” 

Although the demon Lord had died because he had underestimated ye chen, ye Chen’s strength was 

beyond his imagination. He was sure that ye chen was not weaker than him. 

If they didn’t kill him today, he would be a nightmare for them in the future if he was given more room 

to grow. 



With this in mind, he let out a long roar and spat out a Dragon Pearl from his mouth. It turned into a 

killing treasure and directly attacked ye chen. 

“That’s the country guarding Dragon Pearl!” 

Someone stared at the Dragon Pearl that was filled with Supreme luck and subconsciously cried out. 

“I didn’t expect that di xuangang would even take out the country guarding Dragon Pearl. It seems that 

he has made up his mind to kill Imperial Lord ye!” 

The expressions of the palace Master from Northern Sea and the others changed. 

“Boom ...” 

Ye Chen’s aura skyrocketed. His thick white hair fluttered like a waterfall from the nine Heavens. He 

waved his fist and struck out with the six paths of reincarnation fist, punching the Dragon Pearl. 

“Boom ...” 

With a series of loud bangs, the void within a radius of 10000 feet collapsed, the earth cracked, and the 

mountains turned into dust. 

“Kill!!!” 

Swordmaster Haotian took advantage of this opening to unleash a peerless sword Qi. The blood-red 

killing sword slashed toward ye Chen’s head like a heavenly River pouring down, mighty and powerful. 

This scene was extremely terrifying. He waved his sword with one hand, as if he wanted to cut down the 

heavens and destroy everything. 

“Sword realm, this is the sword realm of the clear sky sword Master!” 

The Grand Xia Emperor’s eyes narrowed. 

As the top sword cultivator in the ancient barren world, the Haotian Sword Master created his own 

sword realm with his swordsmanship. This realm covered his enemies, and sword Qi surged in all 

directions. 

“Sacred dragon totem!!!” 

At the same time, di xuangang let out a shrill cry, and the Imperial Dragon Qi on his body shot toward 

the Dragon Pearl that was entangling ye chen. 

“Chi ...” 

The Dragon Pearl shook the sky and vaguely transformed into a Golden Dragon that was a thousand feet 

long. The Dragon energy around it was terrifying. It waved a pair of dragon claws and whizzed down at 

ye chen. 

“The two of them are getting serious!” 

Everyone’s expressions were extremely grave. 

“Emperor Lord ye is in danger!” An expert said, his eyes gleaming. 



Di xuangang and the Haotian Swordmaster attacked from the front and back. They obviously wanted ye 

chen to be attacked from the front and back so that he would not have a chance to attack either of them 

and lose the opportunity to deal with one. 

“You’re playing this trick on me?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes turned cold. Then, his crystal-clear right hand quickly clenched into a fist and smashed 

the hammer into the sky, heading straight for the Golden Dragon Phantom. He did not care about the 

sword that the Haotian Swordmaster had slashed from behind. 

The crowd was in an uproar,”is he crazy?” He doesn’t care about the vast heaven Sword Master behind 

him?” 

“Die!” 

The sword Master of the vast heaven sword roared. The Golden divine sword in his hand clanged and 

fell from the sky, accurately slashing ye Chen’s back. 

At the same time, he couldn’t help but sneer,””How dare you ignore my Sword World! You’ll die without 

an intact corpse!” 

Someone in the crowd exclaimed and closed his eyes subconsciously, as if he could not bear to see the 

bloody scene. 

Clang ... Clang ... 

However, in the next moment, the sword Master of the clear sky sword’s strike stirred up a blinding 

golden light on ye Chen’s back as if it had cut into an extremely hard object. 

In an instant, countless people were dumbfounded! 

What kind of terrifying body was this? He was unscathed when he faced the Supreme Sword of the 

sword Master of Haotian? 

“What a strong body!” 

The palace Master of the northern Sea Palace and the Emperor of the great Xia Dynasty could not help 

but look at each other. Both of them could see the shock in each other’s eyes. 

“How is this possible?!!” 

The smile on Haotian’s face suddenly froze, and in the next moment, it was covered by a thick look of 

horror. 

Crack ... Crack ... 

With a crisp sound, cracks appeared on the sky cloud Daoist sword in his hand. Then, it turned into 

fragments and scattered in the void. 

This series of changes was completed in the blink of an eye. As ye Chen’s fist soared into the sky, it 

finally smashed into the Golden Dragon Phantom. 

The six paths of reincarnation fist! 



“BOOM!!!” 

This punch made a sound like a huge bronze Bell, as if it was going to split the sky and earth. He was 

invincible. 

“Bang ...” 

With this punch, the Golden Dragon’s Shadow and the Dragon Pearl in the air both exploded, turning 

into a surging power that swept in all directions like a tide. 

“Pfft ...” 

Di xuangang could not help but spit out a mouthful of Scarlet blood. His figure retreated continuously, 

and there was a trace of disbelief in his eyes when he looked at ye chen again. 

He had spent a thousand years to refine the Dragon Ball of the ancient kingdom to suppress the fate of a 

country. Now, it was shattered by ye Chen’s punch? 

“Buzz buzz buzz ...” 

At that moment, Tang Wushan began to shake violently. Everyone was shocked to see the Imperial 

Dragon Qi and justice on di xuanchen disappearing at a visible speed. 

Almost at the same time, the entire great Yin Imperial Empire’s luck was also dissipating madly. This was 

a kind of subconscious feeling, and the most direct effect was panic and depression. 

Countless ministers and commoners of the great Yin Empire subconsciously prostrated themselves on 

the ground as they looked at the scene in fear. 

“The luck is scattered!” 

Emperor Hua of the Xia Dynasty was the most sensitive to such changes. He mumbled,””Di xuanchen 

used the country guarding Dragon Pearl to deal with Imperial Lord ye and tried to kill him with the fate 

of the country. However, Imperial Lord ye shattered the Dragon Pearl and leaked the fate of the great 

Yin.” 

“This might be what it means to go for wool and come home shorn!” 

The North Sea Hall Master, Zi Kunlun, said in a murderous tone. 

 


